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Paper I (150Marks) 

I- VOCABULARY (40 Marks) 

A)From a, b c and d, choose the right answer: (5 x 3 =15 Marks) 

1. Some people from different nationalities live ……………... in Europe.  

           a. firmly  b. intensely  c. illegally    d. crazily          

2. Never take any medicine before……………your doctor. 

           a. activating    b. recharging c. diminishing  d. consulting    

3. I always celebrate my wedding……………..with dinner in an expensive restaurant.  

           a. aviation  b. anniversary c. management  d. attendant     

4. There are many……………..organizations spread all over Kuwait.  

           a. monotonous b. obedient  c. charitable   d. finite  

5. I will…………………. my phone tomorrow . 

            a. slide                  b. enjoin                  c. upgrade              d. flash 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with the correct word from the list: (5X3=15 Marks) 

Corporation /deadline / currently /  emotive /  unreliable / overtaking  

 

6. It has been……………announced that a big supermarket will be built in our area. 

7. I didn't check the rear view mirror before……………the truck and had an accident.                  

8. Sorry, sir. The……………….for applications was last Monday.                 

9. I think you shouldn't trust John. He is……………. He never keeps a promise. 

10. A big……………….is trying to take over our family business .      
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C) From a, b c and d, choose the right definition for the underlined word: (4x1.5=6 Ms) 

11. I admit it was entirely my fault to spoil the party, but people kept laughing at me. 

 a. of short duration 

 b. especially; in particular 

 c. completely 

           d. at the present time. 

12. The biggest obstacle is to find a company to finance our project.            

 a. a thing that block one's way 

 b. a particular place or point 

 c. a compulsory payment to the government 

           d. lack of food 

13. With more practice, your handwriting will be more legible.                    

 a. having limits or bounds 

 b. clear enough to read 

 c. very bad 

           d. dull, tedious and repetitious 

14. After the earthquake, the city resembled a battlefield.                  

 a. looked or seemed like 

 b. made electricity 

 c. obtained something 

          d. moved smoothly over a surface 

D) Use four (4) of the following words in meaningful sentences:(4x1=4 Marks) 

( incident  /   stunned   /   coincide with   /   briefly   /   tutor   /   portable   ) 

15. …………………………………………………………………………………. 

16. …………………………………………………………………………………. 

17. …………………………………………………………………………………. 

18. ………………………………………………………………………………… 
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II- STRUCTURES (30 Marks)  

A) From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer: (5x2=10 Marks) 

19. This is my aunt …………………….lost her child in a car accident.  

      a. which  b. who        c. whose       d. whom        

20. Have you ever thought of taking…………………….a hobby ?  

      a. up   b. after        c. off        d. out   

21. Thousands of children die every year ……………malnutrition and lack of water. 

      a. as long as  b. as         c. since        d. due to        

22. This flat is……………………than the one we saw last week. 

      a. more spacious      b. the most spacious      c. the spacious d. as spacious as  

23. Be careful! That plate is very hot. Don’t burn………………………. 

      a. myself                    b. yourself              c. himself              d. herself     

B) Correct the verbs between brackets: (5x2=10 Marks) 

24. I had a great vacation . I wish it (last)………………………… for ever.     

25. What would you do if you (inherit)………………………… a fortune ?                  

26. Don't worry about posting these letters, I (remind)……………… you to do that.  

27. Although I (just upgrade)…………………. my computer, it keeps shuting down .  

28. I fell out of bed while I (sleep) …………………………….last night .  
 

C) Do as shown between brackets: (5x2=10 Marks) 

29. "The company will invest five millions in the stock market."         (Complete/Reported) 

The manager said,…………………………………………………………………………. 

30. The lightest pressure activates the alarm.                       (Complete/ passive) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

31. My uncle is leaving to Dubai at the end of next week .           ( Ask a question) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

32. Faisal is intelligent . He finds it difficult to express ideas in writing.       ( Join ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

33. If we don’t leave now, we’ll never get to the meeting .                  ( Complete ) 

Unless……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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III-LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (40 Marks) 

A)Write what you would say in the following situations: (5x4=20 Marks) 

34. You are at the butcher’s. Ask the butcher to give you a kilo of beef. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

35. Your brother spends a lot of time playing billiards. The exams are about to begin. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

36. You found a beautifully wrapped present on your desk. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

37. Your friends want to know why you left school so early yesterday.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

38. Your friend asks you about your favourite hobby and why you like it . 

……………………………………………………………………………………………... 

A) Complete the missing parts in the following mini dialogue: (5x4=20 Marks)  

 

39. A: Can I keep this dog in the house, mum ? 

       B:…………………...…………………………………………………………………… 

40. A: But it’s just a little dog ! 

       B:…………………...…………………………………………………………………… 

41. A: I promise that I will take care of it . 

      B:…………………...………………………………………………………………… 

42. A: Come on , say yes , please . 

       B:…………………...…………………………………………………………………… 

43. A:………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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IV- SET-BOOK QUESTIONS (40 Marks) 

A) Answer ONLY(THREE) of the following questions: (3x8=24 Marks) 

44. Experts say that in the future, the sea, with its wave and tide energy, could provide    

      enough power for the whole planet.             (Module 3/ Unit7 ) 

 a. What are the new ways of providing energy ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. Mention some disadvantages to wave machines . 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

45. If you ask people how cars might change in the future, they might say that cars will 

fly, go underwater, or even drive themselves.  (Module3/ Unit8/ Lesson3/ Workbook58) 

 

a. What kind of cars have scientists been designing for the future ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………..  

b. Why is bio – fuel preferable to petrol as a fuel source ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

46. Ahmed Meshari Al Adwani was a Kuwaiti poet, writer and teacher. Throughout his 

life, he contributed to the Arabic culture.  (Module4/ Unit12/ Focus on/ Pupil’s book96)  

 

a. How did Ahmed Meshari Al Adwani show his commitment to Arabic culture? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

b. What was his most well known contribution to Kuwait ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

47. Pigeons have carried messages for humans for over 5,000 years. The Egyptians were 

probably the first to use them.                  (Module4/ Unit11/ Lesson3/ Workbook 82) 

 

a. What makes pigeons perfect birds for carrying messages over long distances ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………... 

b. How have pigeons been used in illegal actions ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Literature Time : Treasure Island – Robert Louis Stevenson 

A) Answer ONLY TWO (2) of the following questions: (2x8=16 Marks) 

48. In the fourth episode of the story and  according to Jim’s story, Jim said  that he was 

so pleased to get away from Silver . 

 

a. What did Jim do after running away from Silver ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

b. Who killed Alan ? why ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

49. In the fourth episode of the story, Silver threw his crutch and it hit poor Tom between 

the shoulders. He fell to the ground .  

 

a. What did Tom ask Silver to do ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

b. How was Tom killed? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

50. In the fourth episode of the story, and after Tom’s death, Jim moved away quietly and 

then began to run as he had never run before. 

 

a. Whom did Jim meet after Tom’s death ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

b. What was Ben Gunn dreaming of ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

End Of Paper One 


